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Abstract

In this study; the effects of martial vettut animated orientin activities and practice on the learning -of elenientary science
material were studied. Elementary ichobl students were randomly assigned to either a Text, Animaiefi, Tekt plus Animated
orienting activity group or a -control group having no activity; end tn tither a PraCtied et No Practice group. Upon
completion of the lesion, tin-dents were administered a posuest mec-uring both applicition and problem solving skills.

.Results indicated that the nature of the 'air:lung activity did not affect the learning Of either application or problem
solving. However, i negative effect was found for pr, .dee.

lntroduclign
The science of instructional design has become

increasingly interesting and complex. Recent interest in
instructional design has focused on the powntiti of
computer technology to deliver effecdve and efficient
instruction. Much research haS, SKOWit that carefully
designed instruction Can be deliVered effectively via
computer (see, for example, Ed Wards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss
& Dusseldorp, 1975; and Bingen-DMwns, Ku lik, & Ku lik;
1985).

Certain features of computer technology are well-suited
to the needs of instructional designers. For example,
instruction can be delivered reputolly acresS learners
without random_ variadon: Other features, such as the
ability to branch ID appropriate ltStirni Segments haied on
individual learner nwts arid tO proVide appeopriate and
immediate feedback tan be eitilY incorporated into
computerized intonction. Lesson designers can also
incorporate a wide range Of teaching strategies and
activities inte ceMpider-based instruction (CBI)._

One goal of CBI designers is to udlize capabilities
pretumed to be unique to the compun.r. Tliciugh controversy
exists as to the unique effectiveness of the computer as an
instructional tool (sm Velovith & Tennyson (1984 ) vs.
Clark (1983); Clark, 1985), certain capabilities offer
interesdng inatrtiCtiOnal potential. Animation is one such
capability whith elm be more easily integrated into
computerized instruction than other instruction:I syswms.
For the purposet Of this paper animation is a series of
rapidly changing computer screen displays that _preienti_ the
illusion of movement (Caraballo, 1985). CoMputerized
instruction has typically used thintatiott at an extrinsic
motivator involving such thing at elution figures acting
as feedback to studefirt retriciniet. However, animation
can alio be_ tied to tieriprirt or enhance instruction _directly
and indirectly. An alample of instructionally supportive
animation it the animated hlock accelerating : town an
inclined plane to witch a coneep. in a physics dais. (See
Alesandrini; 1984; for a diiciission of

the use of vituals in inttrUction.)

Many perspectiVes on the dcsign of effective instruction
exist. Recent interest has shifted to the influence of
cognitive processes dining instruction (Chult, 1984; Gagne'
& Dick, 1985; Hannafm & Rieber; 1986). CBI detignert
attempt to strengthen learning by_ etkodraging individually
relevant: cognitive prnceiset through Various lesson
activities or events (Gagne', Wiger, & Rojas, 1981).
Recent attemptt to_ improve learning through the use of
orienting actiVitiet have also been reported. An orienting
activity is a mediator through which new information iS

presented to the learner_ (Hannifin & Hughes, 1986).
Orienting activ ities comprise advance organiiert. pre-
instructional iobjectives, pre-questiont, and other similar
techniques (see; for eximple, Allen 1970; Alvermann,
1981; Attsubel, 1960; Kaplan & Simmons, 1974; May cr,
1979; 1984; Walsh & Jenkint, 1973). Interestingly, the
effixtiveness: of orienting activities during CBI has been
invxmsitterit (Hannifin Phillipi, Rieber, & Garhart 1986):

Recent research has demonstrned the power of practice
to override effects normally expectel from _erienting
activities (see, for example; Hinntifin 1986; Hannafm,
Phillips, & Tripp; 1986). Res-earthed haVe tpeculated that
practice often subsumes effectt_ eitiiected from orienting
activities Wont._ Thit it continent With the guidelines
provided by Mayer (1979), Who tuggested that advance
organizers arc often unnecestary in the presence of well-
designed instriiction. In certain cases, pracnce aethities
may also orient learners to subsequent instruction (Phillipt,
Hannifin, & Tripp, 1986). _

Thc purpose of this study was to examine the effects of
different orienting activities and prattice On application
and problem solving skills Of eternentiny tchool students.
It was hmothesizeid that ittidenti nrovided orienting
mivities containing tertuill and animated information
would acquire both grills more effectively than either
activity alone or neither activity: It was further
hypothesized that practice would km of greatett *Ali* Where
Ihe orienting support was minimal.
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Methods

Subjects
The subjects consisted of 11_1 think fifth, and sixth

graders from a rural public elemenaly Achool. These
subjeets represented approximately SO% of the student
population of theta_ gnats. Participation was voluntary
and selection bald on parent cauent. The subjects
represented typical cross-section of students typically
found in sr elementary school. The subjects consisted of
56 girls and 55 boys. The proportion of subjecu across
grade levels were 24 fourth gredo 41 fifth grare, and 46
sixth grark.

figlaist_Ccinkfit
The CBI lesson &Scribed and explained Isaac Newton's

Laws of Motion. The lessow_mataiar was_divided into _four
parts: I) introductcry_ _material; 2) motion resulting from
equal forces in opposite directions in mu dimensional
space; 3) motion tesuluing from_ unequal forces in opposite
directions in one dimensional space; and 4) motion
resulting frOM equal and unequal forces in two dimensional
space.

The first lesson part introduced the leaner to Isaac
Newton's formal discovery _of_ certain physical laws: This
part _also initiated the sequence of learning activi&s used
for the rest of the lemon. Most of the inforMation
presented in the rust psrt was _factual in nature. The siciaid
part introduced the concept that equal but opposite forces
are- needed -to cause objects to stop. Thii section dealt only
with one-dimensional space. The third pan expanded _this
notion to include the effects _of unequal_ forces arting upon a
stationary objeet. The final_ direction and speol of ai
object _is a_ _combination of all of the forces from both
directions: _ The third part _alio_ reesenwd thea c-otic-eptt in
one-dimensional slum: Fmgly, the fourth pat added the
notion of two-dimensional space to: the _gave concepts.

Again, the final direction and speed of the object results
systematically him the sequence of forces which acted
upon it.

Each of the four lesson_ parts included_ _the same two
instructional__segments in__ the same_ sequence: apprnprise
orienting activity and instructional francs. All instruction
was prittal at an introductory level -with the technical
&seriptions of the forces of gravity Ind friction removed.
Approximately 30 minutes was required to comriete the
lesson.

Lusszausimis
Each lesson included one of four orienting activities.

Each orienting activity was cantrollal ervi pr:1 exwmally
and was presented immediawly prior uo etch lesson part.
Each orienting utivity was presented for approximately
one minute.

Text. In thit °riming activity, a text-enly computer
screen prompted the leaner to read a one sentence summary
of the basic physical science con:ept to be discussed in the

upcoming lesson part An example of a text orienting
activity is: "Real da following information -carefully. It
will help you in the next section. hi order for a moving
ball tO completely step, all forces must be EQUAL in ail
direttions."

AniMation. In thii orienting activiV, tla leaner was
prompted to watch a short Animation _sequence; The
animation sequence illustrated graphically a science concept
without the use of _textual information. An example of this
activity is: "Watcli the little hill helow carefully. It will
help you in the _next_ _section." A small ball was then
kicked once to the right (a smell snow on the screen
represented a kiek) while ball movement was animated in a
left to right fashion. When kicked once to the left, the
ball stopped.

Tea pha Animation-. This _ orienting aztivity wes_ the
combination of the above two strategies. The text and the
mimarion orienting activity described- abeve were shown
together on the _same frame while the learner was prompted
to raid and watch the information carefully.

No Activity. In this activity, the learner was given ni
information about _the upcoming lesson However; 'Ir.
lesson_paused for roughly the same time required for the
orienting activitia while_ the following prompt was given:
-The compuar will he busy for &out a minute. Pleibe
think &out whit youVe raid so far while you wait."

EACh of the orienting activities was used in conjunction
with one of the two practice variables: _ Practice and_ No
Practice. The practice was provided immediately after eah
of the four lesson pans._

Practice. Learners were given a variety of activities _to
rehouse the lemon wnvepts. For example, one practice
ativity displayed a series Of left and right arrows
representing a sequence of kicks. The learner was then
&dad_ to Choose which of four given outcomes would best
describe the final motion of the ball. After responding;
appropriate feedbrek in the form or knowledge__ of correct
results was provided while _the computer animation of the
kick __sequence WU_ presented; During meta practice
activity; the ball was animated martins no a pralesigned
pattern The Immer was then _asked lb rhoose which of
four given kick sequences hest described the motion of the
ball. After responding, the learner was given appropnate
knowledge of correct results. Similar practice activities
were tiied throughout the lesson.

No Practice. In _ this_ version ___ students received re
practice AfterIke_ _presentation of the lesson information.
After the appropriate lesson presenterion,_ the learner was
routal dnectly uo the orienting activity of the next lesson
Part

Lesion Posuest
The 24 item posttest consisted of two types of

questions: application raid problem solving (Gagne',
1977). A total of 12 applicadon questions ars1 12 problem
solving questions were Moluded M the posnem
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A 4 X 2 factorial design was uSed. Feur levels Of
orienting activities (Fext, Animation, _Text plus Animation,
None) were crossed with two levels of practice (Practice, No
Practice). In addition_ to the independent _variables, art
overall ichievernent grade equivalent score of a standardized
tchievsnnent test, was used as a covariate. _Ms_ score was
uted in ordcr to minimize the effects of imbalance Of
students from different grade levels in the various treitment
combinations. MANCOVA procedures were used to analyie
performance data.

Procedures

Subjects were ra.domly assigned to_ one of the lesson
vettietis and the lesson was _ presented accordingly.
Atiignment was proportionally _ stratified to ensure helande
of subjects from achievement levels in eich_leteein Vertion.
All instruction and_tesdng was ednainistmed by Cr:linnet& in
a lab containing microcomputers. _Upon completien ef the
lesson, students were prompted to inform the proctor. The
posttest was given to the students immediately upon
completion of the lesson.

Results

Table I contains adjusted means _for eich treatment
combination. No overall MANCOVA significant
differences were found for orienting activities F( 6;204)
=1:13, p.05. Mean scores were comparable irrespective
ef the orienting activity provided. A marginally
tignificant effect was found for prwtice F(2,10I)=3.67,
Pc.-05. However the direcdon of this effeet was not
predicted. Pumice __actually hampered performance for bOth
application and problem solving skint. NO interactions
were detected:

Discussion

The perpose of this study Was to examine the effects of
text-based and computer animated orienting strategies and
practice on, learning application_ end problem Solving
skills. The results suggest that orienting activities,
whether text-based or animated, do not -oxen particularly
powerful influences on learning.

The leek ef differential effects attributable to orienting
retivities during computer-based instruction was consismnt
with several recent studies _involving cannpumr-based
learning (Hannerm, 1986; Hannafir4 Phillips; Bieber &
Gather', 1986; Hannafm; Phillips & Tripp, in_ presS).
However, the activities_ used in the present: study Were
believed to be consistan with the_ capabilidei -Of the
computer and were believed to proyide poWerful orienting
mechanisms; The textuel orientation provided a verbal
representation of ,the teience concept while thei animation
provi&cl a Mental image of each particular science concepL

Cognitive psychology researchersi have iposited mental
imagery and verbil representations as primary mental

structures. Many researchers have noted the pewer Of
pictures over aostract words in stimulating higher leVeli of
retention (see for example. Bower, 1972; PaiVio, 1979).
This reseach suggests that young learners are often better
able to reek ...le infortnation m visual versus textual ways.
When inforniation is presented in highly verbal ways,
yourig learnets often create a mental image_ corresponding
to the presented text. The implication is when instruction
Contains meaningful visual imases to support lesSon
information; such as in the text plus animatien treatment,
learners should teibetta able to 1:foth store and retrieVo the
information to end from long term memory.

There are eevetal explanations which may help to clarify
why an Orienting activity effect was not found. First;
Orienting activities, such as advance organizers, are
probably most useful when the subjwt. matter lackS
organization (Mayer; 1979). The irstruction used in thii
study was cerriully premed and presented and may have
subsumed potential learning gains derived frOm orienting
activities. Due to the apparent difficulty of the lesson
content, it is alto possible that students never fully
elabbrate..1 the material during encoding and were therefore
leSi able to retrieve lesson information: Ludy, anether
poesible explanation comes from Carlson, Kinteid, Lance
& Hodgson (1976) who noted that suidents tend to revert to
their own individual Strategies regardless of stratesy
prompdng during initruction. Hence, many students might
simply ditregard or ignore the potentially useful
information or orienting strategies in favor of their own

Anal Strategies. _

ne absence of the predicted intemetien betWeen
orienting activity and prwtice was somewhat surpriiing. It
was hypothesized that practice would decrease in power as
the potential _meaningfulness of materiel was increased.
This should tied lie true when children are provided with
elaboration or preparatory mechanisms to _better encode
information. It was Predicted that the tett plus iminiation
attiVity would lessen the effect of practice since additional
thiliorition cues were available at the time of L.:la:ding.
The absence of the interaction is probably _due to the
ineffectiveness of the orienting acr.vities alreadY discussed:
orienting activities _simply did not melte a difference in a
fully supported CBI leticin.

Practice attually exerted a negative influence onlearning
in thit Study. T'hi result is inconsistent with other
findingt and should be interpreted cautiously: It is evident
from in analysis c(' the low posttest meam that the lesson
Material was very difficult for stucknts to ecquire.
ProViding additional instruction; wrote heavy eiagnitiVe
demands_ were already immosai _upon the learner, maY haVe
been more detrimental than helpful to learning. The
additional &mends of prectice may nave created a type of
cognitive overlead ThiS phenomena is consistent with
research from other areas of instructional _design such as the
ace of vitualiritiOn. Dwyer (1978); for example, found
that ilthough the use of pictures gmierally fatilitated
learning, this was not generally true when the Material te



bc learned was amo complex.- Lett Ofi &digit:tit diciad be
cautious in the ue of additional actiVitiei when lesson
material is very templet and dernanding.

Si;Verul ditettioni fer further research ire indicAtteti
Althetigh the tie Of aniniation to enhance learning_ appears
toniiitant With _current theories__ of learning,_ recent studio
haiia failed_ support_ this_ contention _(see also; for_ ample,
King._ 1975; __Moore; Nawrocki & Simutis, 1979; A.
Cwraballo; 1985; and J. Cirabullo, 1985). COrnintied
research is _needed lb better defme where the power of
attiitatiOtt is itieftil and appropriate. Although the
tomputer tin deliVer instruction in a variety of modes
bated on a variety of conditions,_ such conditions must be
better defined. Additional _ _reseerch _ is needed to define
optimal contexts for orienting activities nal practice.

This_ study _has raised several gestions concerning _hOW
students process informaison, as well- is how obit:kat*
technology can tOntriblitt to thii Feinting process. Based
on this suidy, it appeari that orienti4 _activities _are
tolativtly iniignifitint in affecting_ learning_ _when parts& _a

Well_ &Signed lesion. The negative effect of practice;
though Perhaps a statistical anomaly; warrants _closer study.
Future researchers should clarify wnd define sitperier
instructional design models given the evolving tapabilitiet
of technology:
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Adjusted-M-cans-forApplicvlorrand Problem-Solving Ojiestiona

Orienting Activ RI/

Embeddo:FActwityText- Animated- Text +-Animated None

Application

Practice Mean 4.84 5.45 4.40 4.86

ii 14 14 14 13

No Practice Mean 6.13 4.86 5.08 4.24

14 14 14 14

Problem Solving
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14 14 14 13

No Practice Man 5.92 5.22 6.22 6.06

14 14 14 14
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